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Editor's Preface
Work on this Monograph was nearing completion when the sudden death of Dr. SULKIN intervened. However, having worked closely with Dr. SULKIN for nearly 20 years and having been involved from the beginning in accumulating the data for this book, Ms. ALLEN graciously agreed to complete the work. It is a fitting commemoration to Dr. SULKIN to have the contributions he made in the area of viruses and bats drawn together into a single volume.
In this Monograph are presented data concerning natural and experimental virus infections of bats, as well as ways in which experimental data can be projected into the planning of field studies. Perhaps the single most interesting
aspect of viral infections in bats is the apparent lack of host response to established infection. This phenomenon may lead to large numbers of healthy carriers of rabies virus in bat populations, which maintain ever-shifting foci of infection and thus provide a constant source of infection for man and animals. Bats also act as an ideal reservoir host for arboviruses, providing infective blood meals for vectors. One indeed must be vigilant for the role that bats may play in the maintenance and dissemination of viruses to other animals and to man.
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